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Abstract

During grinding processes, numerous grains interact with the workpiece material producing mechanical and thermal loads on the surface. In the

field of thermal simulation of grinding processes, a widely used approach is to substitute numerous cutting edges by a single moving distributed

heat source of a specific geometrical shape referring to the theory of Carslaw and Jaeger. This heat source is then moved across the modelled

workpiece according to the specific kinematics of the grinding process.

The geometrical shape of the substituted heat source can usually be determined using different approaches, e. g., predefined distribution functions

or, more precisely, based on measurements of the shear stress within the contact zone. Referring to the state of the art, it is not possible to measure

the shear stress within the contact zone during internal traverse grinding with roughing and finishing zone because of its very complex engagement

conditions and the non-rectangular shape of its contact zone.

In this work, a novel approach to determining a heat source distribution based on a geometric-kinematic simulation for internal traverse grinding

is presented. This simulation identifies the ideal geometrical interaction of workpiece and grinding wheel. For this purpose, the specific material

removal rate for each grain is calculated and accumulated with respect to the contact zone resulting in a three-dimensional thermal load distribution.

This heat source can be used in finite element simulations to determine the thermal load on the workpiece.
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1. Introduction

Internal grinding is a machining process with geometrically

undefined cutting edges. In contrast to machining processes

with a defined cutting edge, material removal is not carried out

by a macro-scale tool, but by a large amount of different meso-

scale abrasive grains. Internal traverse grinding with a conical

roughing zone and a cylindrical finishing zone is a complex

machining process resulting in high dimensional, shape, and

positional accuracy of the workpiece. Using this process, a

high surface quality can be achieved. Prior to the main process,

a total stock removal ae,tot is adjusted (Fig. 1). Afterwards,

the rotating grinding wheel generates the inner surface of the

rotating workpiece using an axial feed velocity vfa. In this setup,

a high material removal rate, which is performed by the conical

roughing zone, and a high surface quality, produced by the

cylindrical finishing zone, can be achieved in a single grinding

stroke [1].

Compared to other grinding processes, internal traverse

grinding has a small effective width of the grinding wheel wg,eff

resulting in a high locally concentrated load on the workpiece.

This can lead to new hardening or tempered zones, or to

thermally induced machining errors, e. g., dimensional failures.

In order to model the thermal load on the workpiece during

internal traverse grinding, a simulation framework, which

includes three main components at different scales, is being

developed [2]. At the meso-scale, a finite element (FE) chip

formation model captures the local thermo-mechanical effects

on the workpiece surface layer. At the macro-scale, a thermal

FE process model according to the theories of Carslaw and

Jaeger [3,4] as well as Lowin [5] is used to simulate the global

thermal load on the workpiece. To link these two scales, a

geometric-kinematic meso-scale simulation is used to represent

the engagements of individual grains over time. In this paper,

a novel approach to determining a thermal load distribution for

the macro-scale FE process model for internal traverse grinding

using the geometric-kinematic simulation is presented.

© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license 
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Fig. 1. Internal traverse grinding with two functional zones: a) process

kinematics and geometry of the workpiece b) macro-scale chip section with its

describing values.

Nomenclature

α heat transfer coefficient in W/(m2·K)

τt, σn shear and normal stress in N/mm

χ roughing zone angle in ◦
ae,tot total radial stock removal in mm

aed,tot total radial dressing stock removal in μm
ae,eff effective depth of cut in mm

a f axial feed in mm

ds diameter of workpiece in mm

dw diameter of grinding wheel in mm

Ft, Fn tangential and normal force in N

F′t , F′nspecific tangential and normal force in N/mm

lc, lg contact length, geometric contact length in mm

lcon FE grid division in x-direction in mm

le length of one element in FE grid in mm

ng grinding wheel rotational speed in min−1

nw workpiece rotational speed in min−1

q̇ heat flux in W/m2

t time in s

T temperature in ◦C
trot time per revolution in s

vfa axial feed velocity in mm/min

vg grinding wheel velocity in m/s

vw workpiece velocity in m/s

Vw material removal in mm3

wcon FE grid division in y-direction in mm

wg width of grinding wheel in mm

wg,eff effective width of grinding wheel in mm

Qw material removal rate in mm3/s
Q′w specific material removal rate in mm3/(mm · s)

Q′′w specific material removal rate in mm3/(mm2 · s)

2. Experimental setup

Forces and temperatures during internal traverse grinding

have to be known for determining local values within the contact

zone, e. g., shear stresses or heat fluxes, and to calibrate the

heat input of the macro-scale FE model. Hence, high-speed

grinding experiments (vg = 120 m/s) were carried out with an

internal grinding machine (type IC 400 by Overbeck). The

workpiece is axially clamped in a device which is attached

Fig. 2. Experimental setup.

in a three-jaw chuck (Fig. 2). To measure the temperature

below the contact zone during the grinding process, type K

thermocouples (∅ = 0.25 mm) are positioned in external holes

within the workpiece (cf. Fig. 1a). These are connected with a

three-channel telemetry ring by the company Manner which

is externally mounted to the device. Measured data of the

rotating workpiece system is transferred to the measurement

equipment. The grinding wheel is mounted in a HSK grinding

spindle. The spindle is attached to a force dynamometer (type

9255B by Kistler). In order to ensure stable process conditions,

both, grinding wheel and workpiece device, were precisely

balanced in the machine before carrying out the experiments.

An electroplated single-layered CBN grinding wheel was used

during the experiments. The nickel-based bonding allows a

high-strength loading of the grains and, thus, the application

of high material removal rates. The topography comprises

dominant grains with large protrusion heights resulting in

pattern formation on the surface of the workpiece [1]. To

represent industrial machining conditions and to improve the

surface quality, the grinding wheel was touch dressed with a

single diamond grain with a total radial dressing stock removal

aed,tot = 16 μm according to [1]. The cooling during machining

was realised by a coolant supply via a bi-functional nozzle. On

the one hand, small holes in the nozzle are oriented radially

towards the grinding wheel in order to remove adhesive chips.

On the other hand, a larger hole in the nozzle is oriented towards

the process zone to reduce the friction and to ensure sufficient

cooling during the process. In Table 1 additional experimental

boundary conditions are shown.

To model the meso-scale grinding wheel, the distributions

Table 1. Experimental boundary conditions

Description Value

Grinding wheel velocity vg = 120 m/s

Workpiece velocity vw = 2 m/s

Axial feed a f = 0.25 ... 0.75 mm

Total radial stock removal ae,tot = 0.15 mm

Workpiece material 102Cr6 hardened to 62-64 HRC

Roughing zone angle χ = 7.5◦
Width of roughing zone wr = 4 mm

Width of finishing zone w f = 4 mm

Process strategy down grinding
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Fig. 3. Dexel-based modelling of the internal traverse grinding process. The

blue arrow represents the rotation of the workpiece and the orange arrow is the

trajectory of a grain on the tool.

of the diameters and protrusion heights of the grains are

required. The sizes of approximately 1500 grains were measured

with a light microscope (type VHX-500F by Keyence). The

grinding wheel topography was measured using replica material

and a structured light microscope (type GFM MikroCAD by

GFMesstechnik GmbH). Afterwards, a topography analysis was

performed [6]. Representative distributions of the protrusion

heights and grain diameters, and the number of relevant grains

per surface area of the grinding wheel were estimated and

implemented in the geometric-kinematic simulation.

3. Geometric-kinematic simulation

Grinding processes can be modelled using different ap-

proaches like, e. g., FE analysis [7] or particle-based simula-

tions [8]. Geometric-kinematic approaches allow a time-domain

simulation of grinding processes based on the movement of

the grinding wheel and the shape of the contact situation [7].

In order to calculate these geometric contact situations during

grinding processes, the shape of the workpiece and the grinding

tool have to be modelled. To represent the shape of the

workpiece, dexel-based approaches like multidexel boards [9] or

poisson-disk-sampled dexel distributions [10] have been applied

successfully. Due to the cylindrical shape of the workpieces

in internal grinding processes, a cylindrical heightfield is used

in the presented work. Assuming that the process behaviour is

equal in different radial sections of the workpiece, it only has

to be modelled partially as shown in Fig. 3. In each cell of the

heightfield, the local radius, which is initially set to the inner

radius of the workpiece, is stored. In this way, material removal,

which is assumed to be ideal, can be modelled by increasing

these radius values.

The grinding tools can be modelled using different ap-

proaches as well. If only the macroscopic engagement situation

is of interest, the shape of the tools can be represented using the

constructive solid geometry (CSG) technique [11]. Considering

the meso-scale influence of the individual cutting grains, e.

g., surface topographies or process forces per grain can be

modelled [12]. Using the CSG technique, the ideal shape of

diamond or CBN grains can be modelled as the intersection

of a hexahedron, an octahedron and a tetrahedron [10,13].

By scaling these primitives appropriately, different shapes can

be generated. Several simulated grain shapes, which can be

identified using a pair of index values, are shown in Fig. 4. The

grains are distributed randomly on the surface of the grinding
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Fig. 4. CSG shapes of CBN cutting grains (cf. [13]).

tools based on normal distributions of the diameter and the shape

index, and a gamma distribution of the protrusion height. The

internal grinding process is simulated by moving and rotating the

grinding tool and the workpiece in fixed time steps according to

the given process parameters. These parameters include the axial

feed velocity vfa, the velocity of the workpiece vw and the tool

vg, and the total radial stock removal ae,tot. In order to model

the touch dressing of the grinding wheel, the CSG model of

the tool is extended by an additional cylinder with the dressing

diameter mentioned in chapter 2. The radius of the grinding

grains is reduced by intersecting their shape with this dressing

cylinder. The chip shapes are calculated as the intersections

between each numerically touch-dressed grain on the grinding

tool and the workpiece material. This intersection is removed

from the workpiece in order to model an ideal cutting process.

For the formulation of the FE thermal load distribution, the

material removal within the classical contact zone in grinding

according to [14] have to be known. Thus, in the used simulation

setup, a contact zone grid is defined (Fig. 3). This grid is moved

with the grinding wheel in axial direction without rotating. In

every simulation step, the volume of the removed material is

transferred from the heightfield to the contact zone grid. After

each revolution of the grinding wheel, the state of the contact

grid is stored and the values of the grid cells are reset to their

initial state. For further calculations, only the material removal

during the steady state grinding process is used (cf. section 5).

4. Macro-scale thermal FE model for internal traverse
grinding

The approach of Carslaw and Jaeger [3,4] is widely used in

thermal FEA. Every single grain load is included in a macro-

scale heat source which induces a heat input into the workpiece

along the contact zone. This heat source is moved over the

modelled workpiece according to the process kinematics. Lowin

extends this approach with convective boundary conditions

to represent the coolant and its effect during the grinding

process [5]. In internal traverse grinding, a very high calculation

time is necessary to model the workpiece ensuring an adequate

discretisation. Therefore, only a macro-scale model of a

reference volume segment of the workpiece was developed in

ANSYS. This segment is limited by the width of the workpiece

in axial direction and the contact length lc in circumferential

direction. When the grinding wheel is in contact with the

reference segment, a load step is applied (Fig. 5).
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Fig. 5. Macro-scale FE model with implemented pre-heating capturing the global thermal load on the workpiece during internal traverse grinding: a) heat transfer

coefficients over simulation time, b) simulation concept, c) measured thermocouple temperatures below the contact zone, d) simulated temperatures at the thermocouple

position, which are used to calibrate the FE simulation.

Afterwards, cooling steps are performed before applying the

next load step, in which the heat source is axially shifted by the

axial feed a f . To represent the coolant in the model, two-stage

convective boundary conditions are used. During the process, the

coolant nozzle is oriented towards the contact zone. This results

in a stronger convective effect expressed in a higher primary heat

transfer coefficient in this section of the model. Due to the high

rotational speed of the grinding wheel, the fluid is spread in the

whole working space. Hence, secondary convective boundary

conditions are applied with a smaller heat transfer coefficient

(Fig. 5). The temperature of the coolant was measured during the

experiments and is used as the second input for both convective

boundary conditions.

Due to the higher temperature of the coolant, prior to the

process, the workpiece is pre-heated while the rotating grinding

wheel approaches. To model this, a pre-heating phase is

implemented in which only a rising secondary convection is

applied (Fig. 5). The material data for the thermal model is

shown in Table 2.

5. Formulation of the FE heat source distribution based on
the local specific material removal rate

According to the process power theory of Lowin [5], uni-

formly distributed heat flux in grinding processes within the

contact zone can be calculated by equation (1). The process

power is related to the area of the contact zone Acon. In

Table 2. Material data (cf. [5])

Description Value

Specific heat capacity cp = 480 W/(kg·K)

Thermal conductivity λ = 21.07 W/(m·K)

Density ρ = 7830 kg/m3

this equation, the heat transformation factor Kv describes the

mechanical power which is transformed into thermal energy. The

heat distribution factor Kw takes the heat input into the workpiece

into account. In the presented work, the heat transformation

factor is Kv = 1 and the heat distribution factor is adapted by an

iterative matching between measured and simulated temperature.

q̇ =
Ft · vg · Kw · Kv

lc · wg,eff
∧ lc = lg (1)

The shape of the heat source is usually based on predefined dis-

tribution functions, e. g., triangular or rectangular distributions

(cf. [7]). In surface grinding with its simple rectangular form of

the contact zone, it is possible to use the shear stress to estimate

the shape of the heat source [15] (cf. equation (2) and (3)).

q̇ (wcon, lcon) = τt (wcon, lcon) · vg · Kw · Kv (2)

q̇ (wcon) =
F′t (wcon) · vg · Kw · Kv

lc
∧ lc = lg (3)

These formulations are based on measurements of the mentioned

specific values according to the works of Shafto and Noyen in

surface grinding [15,16]. Furthermore, the shape of the heat

source can be determined using weighting functions referenced

to the macro-scale approach of the chip section. Therefore, the

average of the tangential force is redistributed by the specific

removal rate Q′w along the effective width of the grinding wheel

wg,eff [17] (cf. equation (4)).

q̇ (wcon) =
F′t

(
Q′w (wcon)

) · vg · Kw · Kv

lc
∧ lc = lg (4)

In this paper, the contact zone grid of the geometric-kinematic

simulation is used to calculate the material removal in the contact

zone (Fig. 6a). In the first step, the material removal is mapped to

the FE discretisation. For this purpose, the sum of the material

removal is calculated in the discretisation grid of the macro-

scale FE model (Fig. 6b). To estimate the specific area with

respect to the material removal rate related to one revolution of
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Fig. 6. Calculated representative values within the contact zone during internal traverse grinding (a f = 0.75 mm, ae,tot = 0.15 mm). lcon = 0 mm represents the

beginning of possible grain material removal and lcon,max = 8.1875 mm is the end of possible grain material removal along the contact length lc. The value lcon,1
is the end of the macro-scale contact zone. In direction of the width of the grinding wheel, wcon = 0 mm represents the beginning of the finishing zone, wcon,1 is

the transition between the roughing and finishing zone (cf. Fig. 1), and wcon,max = 5.125 mm is the end of the grinding wheel engagement in axial direction. The

calculated values are based on results of the geometric-kinematic simulation and force measurements, considering the contact zone formulation for one revolution of

the grinding wheel: a) raw data of the material removal within the contact zone (resolution = 0.00625 mm), b) material removal within the contact zone considering

the FE model discretisation (resolution = 0.0625 mm), c) specific material removal rate within the contact zone, d) heat flux within the contact zone with Kw = 1, e)

shear stress within the contact zone, f) normal stress within the contact zone.

the grinding wheel, equation (5) is used (Fig. 6c). In the next

step, the average tangential and normal forces are redistributed

while keeping the specific removal rate constant (Fig. 6e and

Fig. 6f). In this context, the specific removal rate is assumed to

be proportional to the process forces. Afterwards, the discrete

heat flux in the FE grid is calculated according to equation (6)

(Fig. 6d).

Q′′w (wcon, lcon) =
Vw (wcon, lcon)

le2 · trot,g
(5)

q̇ (wcon, lcon) = τt
(
Q′′w (wcon, lcon)

) · vg · Kw · Kv (6)

In the macro-scale FE model, the heat input is applied in one

single load step per overrun of the heat source. Hence, the

thermal load distribution has to be transformed to the boundary

conditions of the model. Numerical integration of the heat flux

along the contact length is used and related to the maximum

contact length lcon,max resulting in a uniform distribution of heat

flux along the contact length (cf. equation (7)).

q̇ (wcon) =

lcon,last∑

j=lcon,first

q̇ (wcon, j) · le
lcon,max

(7)

Using the procedure shown in Fig. 7 under consideration of

equation (7), simulations were conducted to determine the global

thermal load during internal traverse grinding. The comparison

between measured and simulated temperatures below the contact

zone are shown in Fig. 5c and Fig. 5d.

Fig. 7. Simulation framework: Based on the global process parameters, the

grinding experiments and the geometric-kinematic simulations are conducted.

The local heat flux is calculated according to the modified process power theory

of Lowin (cf. Fig. 6). By matching the maximum measured and simulated

temperatures iteratively, the simulation is calibrated.

6. Results and Discussion

Using the presented approach, calibrated simulations of two

processes with different axial feeds are compared (Fig. 8). A

higher axial feed results in a higher thermal load on the work-

piece in this process parameter space. In addition to the thermal

state, the global mechanical load on the workpiece rises as well:

Ft,a f ,0.25 = 5.80 N, Fn,a f ,0.25 = 22.64 N; Ft,a f ,0.75 = 11.93 N,

Fn,a f ,0.75 = 56.32 N. From a macro-scale technological point of
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Fig. 8. Simulated thermal load on the workpiece of two different internal traverse

grinding processes varying axial feed.

view, the global removal rate is three times higher using the

larger axial feed: Qw,a f ,0.25 = 75 mm3/s, Qw,a f ,0.75 = 225 mm3/s.

At the meso-scale, this means that the individual grains have to

remove a larger amount of material. Regarding the topography of

the grinding wheel, lower-lying grains participate in the material

removal process, which results in a higher amount of active

grains.

To compare calibrated simulation results using a classical

uniform thermal load distribution and the meso-scale approach,

the temperatures within the contact zone are shown in Fig. 9.

Considering local grain engagements by the heat source, temper-

ature peaks occur within the contact zone (cf. Fig. 9b right).

Using the uniform thermal load distribution, the maximum

temperatures are smaller.

7. Conclusion and Outlook

In this paper, a novel approach for modelling a thermal

heat distribution based on the average measured process forces

and the specific removal rate is introduced. In this context, a

meso-scale geometric-kinematic simulation is combined with

a macro-scale FE model for internal traverse grinding. In

comparison to the classical approach, the meso-scale simulated

temperature peaks occur within the contact zone because of

locally concentrated grain engagements. In order to consider

meso-scale effects, e. g., decreasing specific forces with higher

single grain chip thickness, in the formulation of the presented

thermal load distribution, process force models [12,18] or meso-

scale FE chip formation models [2] should be used.
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